
Reply to the reviewers’ comments: Reviewer #11

General2

We thank the reviewer for carefully reading the manuscript and his/ her con-3

structive and helpful comments and suggestions. They helped us to improve the4

paper in several aspects. We considered them point by point as illustrated be-5

low. We like to remark, that line numbers mentioned in the reviewer’s comments6

refer to the first submission of the paper. General remarks:7

• The section about the instrument characterization was criticized by the8

reviewers and we restructured it.9

• Further analysis of the spectral power estimation using subspace methods10

revealed some problems when dealing with interferograms with finite spec-11

tral resolution. For the figures shown in the first version of the manscript,12

infinite spectral resolution was assumed, which is not realistic. To handle13

finite spectral resultion with subspace methods, the number of spectral14

components has to be increased, but to develop concepts for further anal-15

ysis of this kind of data is ongoing work not in the shape to be presented16

here. Therefore, all analyses and performance assessment in the second17

version of the manscript is based on conventional Fourier transformations.18

• We corrected the value for the etendue of the instrument, which referred19

to the full circular aperture, but we use an inner rectangular for the later20

analysis, only. This reduces the orginal value of 0.014 cm2 sr by about21

1/3.22

• some numbers (like the image size or spectral resolution) differed slightly23

across the document and were harmonized24

Point by point response25

1.: Abstract: with a solid angle of 0.65 degrees The solid angle unit is steradian,26

not degr27

Reply: agreed, we changed solid angle to acceptance angle28

2.: Caption of Figure 2: Barth indicates the number of molecules created by29

the recombination of atomic oxygen. Judging from the axis label and the rest of30

the description, I assume that Barth indicates the Volume Emission Rate of the31

airglow component that is resulting from the Barth mechanism, not a number32

of molecules. Same comment applies to the A-band and B-band description in33

this caption.34

Reply: agreed and corrected.35

3.: Figure 2: This figure could be improved by (a) omitting the number 2 on36

the left of the y-axis, (b) adding a K after the temperature labels (200, 210) on37

the top right, and (c) omitting the integral sign and 1 3 0 1 on the top right. It38

is not clear to me what the latter means.39

Reply: agreed, this was a pdf problem in the final document, corrected40

4.: Page 6, line 2+: The zero frequency of the fringe pattern is at the Littrow41

wavelength and the spectral peaks of the neighboring wavelengths are spread or42
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heterodyned around this central wavelength. This sentence is not quite clear to43

me. What is meant with spectral peaks? Instead, it might be worth pointing out44

that the heterodyning effect results in the fact that high spectral resolution can45

be obtained because small wavenumber changes result in fringes with discernable46

spatial frequency, which can be observed with available imaging detectors.47

Reply: agreed, we changed the wording as suggested.48

5.: Page 6, line 5+: For completeness, the authors might consider adding a49

reference to the first satellite borne SHS instrument: Englert, C. R., M. H.50

Stevens, D. E. Siskind, J. M. Harlander, and F. L. Roesler (2010), Spatial51

Heterodyne Imager for Mesospheric Radicals on STPSat-1, J. Geophys. Res.,52

115, D20306, doi:10.1029/2010JD014398.53

Reply: added54

6.: Page 6, line 13: This equation is incorrect. The right side is missing the55

grating groove density (see Harlander et al., ApJ, 1992, Equation (1))56

Reply: agreed, the equation was corrected.57

7.: Page 7, line 1: It might be worth adding that position x is in the direction58

parallelto the dispersion plane.59

Reply: agreed, ’parallel to the dispersion plane’ was added.60

8.: Page 7, line 9: It is not quite clear to me why the authors say that the61

spectral resolution is limited by the detector resolution (pixels per length?). I62

do agree that the Nyquist theorem limits the bandpass, as the authors state.63

Reply: agreed. Our statement was imprecise. We meant, that the choice of64

the grating groove number in combination with the detector pixel number de-65

termines (and limits) the spectral resolution and the bandpass. Not to confuse66

the reader, we changed the wording to ’The bandpass of an SHS is limited by67

the detector resolution by the Nyquist theorem’.68

9.: Page 7, line 17: For completeness the authors might consider adding to this69

sentence: . . . by Hilliard and Shepherd (1966) with a Michelson interferometer,70

and first introduced for SHS by Roesler and Harlander (1990). The reference71

is: Roesler and Harlander, Spatial heterodyne spectroscopy: interferometric72

performance at any wavelength without scanning, Proc. SPIE 1318, 1990, doi:73

10.1117/12.22119.74

Reply: agreed, reference was added75

10.: Table 1: giving the clear aperture in PI times radius squared is a little76

confusing. I recommend listing the aperture diameter or radius.77

Reply: agreed, diameter is now given78

11.: The authors might consider giving the field of view dimensions in both79

directions, so that a reader can verify that the etendue is the product of the80

field of view solid angle and the aperture area.81

Reply: Since we have a circular aperture, the etendue is simply given by the82

solid angle of the spherical cap and the aperture area. We prefer to keep the83

numerical value instead of giving a formula.84

12.: Figure 4: The top axis suggests that the detector is 0.8 cm wide, but using85

a pixel pitch of 5.04 microns and 840 pixels per row only results in a width of86

about 0.4 cm. Please check.87
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Reply: agreed, the figure was updated in two aspects: The localization plane88

scale was corrected and nighttime data is shown.89

13.: Figure 4: The caption states: Note: I will update the figure later on. Please90

provide the correct figure (in case this is not the correct one), and please include91

what local time this simulation was made for, since day and night profiles are92

significantly different.93

Reply: agreed, we added ’nighttime’ in the figure caption and updated the data94

shown95

14.: Page 9, line 14+: Depending on the field of view orientation with respect96

to the satellite velocity direction, the scene is scanned through the field of view,97

which, for a 60 second exposure, can be significant. It might be worth pointing98

that out.99

Reply: agreed, we added ’or smeared out during the exposure of the image’100

15.: Page 9, line 18: Please add that the 66mm are the diameter, since some101

dimensions are given as radius and some as diameter throughout the paper.102

Reply: done103

16.: Figure 5: The first sentence of the captions claims that the figure includes104

the filter, the second sentence says that it is not shown. Please clarify.105

Reply: agreed, the figure was updated and shows the filter now106

17.: Page 11, line 11: It might be worth mentioning the Modulation Trans-107

fer Function of the detector optics here, since it will potentially influence the108

modulation of the higher frequency fringes.109

Reply: Agreed, see also comment of referee 2 on the temperature dependence110

of the MTF. From our point of view, the MTF is a good *qualitative* indicator111

for the optical performance of the system, but it cannot be used to *quantify*112

the visibility reduction due to aberrations, out-of-focus configuration, etc.. To113

comment on the temperature dependence of the entire optical setup, we give114

some remarks on the MTF and not on the interferogram contrast, because115

the simulation is very time consuming and not available for the publication116

timeframe of this work. We added the following text in the manuscript: ’The117

SHS has a fairly well athermal design, but the foci and the modulation transfer118

function (MTF) of the entire optical system depend more on temperature. For119

low spatial frequencies, this effect is small, but for the highest spatial frequencies120

seen by the instrument, the MTF reduces from about 85% at 20oC to about121

70% at 0oC. Further simulations and comparison with measurements are in122

preparation.’123

18.: Page 11, line 16: The authors state: . . . 80 photons/s at every spectral124

point within the interferogram. I think what they mean is . . . 80 photons/s at125

every pixel recording the interferogram. The interferogram is in spatial space,126

not in spectral space.127

Reply: agreed, corrected128

19.: Page 12, line 9: The authors state: Although the dark current at a detector129

temperature of 20C is a factor of 2.4 larger than the expected atmospheric130

signal in the nightglow maximum, it does not deteriorate the data processing131

significantly. This is not clear to me. An additional signal that is 2.4 times132

larger than the shot noise limited, targeted signal, will increase the noise by a133
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factor of sqrt(3.4), or 80 percent for every interferogram point. I would not call134

that insignificant.135

Reply: agreed, our wording was not correct and referred to the signal of a136

single emission line. We give the expected photon flux per pixel earlier in the137

chapter (40 ph/s, not given explicitely in the previous version) and changed the138

statement related to the significance of the dark current in the following way:139

’At 20oC, the dark current is at least a factor of 5 lower than the atmospheric140

signal in the emission layer maximum and therefore not a dominant source of141

random noise at these altitudes. This becomes more critical at other altitudes142

and for higher detector temperatures.’143

20.: Page 13, line 14+: It is not clear to me why the first step is required, since144

all non-uniformities are covered by performing the second step, including the145

detector non-uniformities.146

Reply: agreed, we removed the first step from the text. Nevertheless we per-147

formed this step, mainly to select a ’good’ detector from a batch of detectors.148

21.: Page 13, lines 24: Do the authors mean: Due to the highly compact design149

of the *front* optics and the use of spherical lenses only. . ., since assessing the150

effects of the interferometer and detector optics are discussed in the following151

paragraph?152

Reply: We expect to see image distortions mainly from the detector optics,153

although we also want to quantify distortions introduced by the entire system,154

which requires a test image to be positioned in front of the front optics. The in-155

terferograms can be used to quantify image distortions of the camera optics, but156

this gives information in the interferogram-dimension, only. The corresponding157

distortions are likely the same in the other dimension as well, but the test image158

is a good way to verify this assumption. We re-ordered the entire chapter on159

’Instrument Characterization’ and hope that this point becomes clearer now.160

22.: Page 14, line 9: If I understand this method correctly, it aims to determine161

the same fringe phases for each rising and falling fringe edge by finding a constant162

intensity level. This works, if the fringes have a constant offset (non-modulated163

part), flatfielding has been performed and a correction for modulation efficiency164

has been performed, prior to finding these edges. If this is what was done here,165

please include these caveats.166

Reply: We will use an adaptive edge detection algorithm, which will circum-167

vent the points you mentioned. This was misleading in the first version of this168

manucscript and we added ’adaptive edge detection’ to make this point clear.169

We also like to mention in this context, that we changed the experimental setup170

to perform these measurements from an integrating sphere to a homogeneized171

laser beam. The reason for this modification is the difficulty to project the172

light of the sphere (with its curved walls) into infinity. We therefore will use173

microlens arrays to homogeneize the laser light. We changed the text in the fol-174

lowing way: To characterize and quantify the modulated part of the intensity,175

an optical setup with a tunable laser is used. First, the laser light is homo-176

geneized using microlens arrays and imaged onto a rotating diffusor. The laser177

spot on the diffusor is set to infinity by a large lens, such that the full aperture178

of the instrument is uniformly illuminated by plane waves with a divergence179

of at least ±0.65o. The laser frequency and power are continuously monitored180

during the measurement. The laser power and the flux are calibrated before the181

measurements are taken.’182
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23.: Page 14, line 18+: I suggest reworking the following for clarity from: total183

power in each wave to total power for each spectral element.184

Reply: agreed, changed accordingly185

24.: Page 14, line 20: known good enough should be known well enough186

Reply: changed187

25.: Page 14, line 21: Using a Hilbert transformation to determine the envelope188

of the modulated part of the interferogram is fundamentally the same idea as189

the methods described in Englert et al. 2004 & 2006, where the corresponding190

complex/imaginary interferogram is generated from the real interferogram. It191

might be worth pointing that out. In addition, it is not quite clear to me why192

the authors do not use the fringe phase that can easily be determined using the193

Hilbert transform to determine the phase distortion. Since it does not rely on the194

above caveats, it appears to be a more resilient method than using the constant195

intensity level to find constant phase positions, as described immediately above196

this section.197

Reply: we added the reference and agree on this comment. The interference198

pattern is also used to verify and to correct the image distortion orthogonal to199

the interferogram direction in-orbit, if needed.200

26.: Page 14, line 21: The reference Liu et al. 25 (2017) is not yet published as201

of the submission of this manuscript and could not be accessed by the reviewer.202

Please, at least, include the final citation.203

Reply: This manuscript is still in preparation. Due to some problems with the204

interpretation of that data, we omitted this part205

27.: Section 7: Please mention that this method explicitly requires a-priori infor-206

mation. It would be beneficial if you could comment on whether this is similar207

to fitting the line strengths of the known lines to the spectrum obtained with208

an FFT. The FFT does not destroy information, so all additional information209

has to be from a-priori knowledge.210

Reply: see above, we removed this part211

28.: If the authors have a 3D design image of the instrument design, it would212

benefit the paper to include it, rather than just stating that there is a design213

that fits into 3.5 liters. (optional)214

Reply: A design image is now included in the conclusion section215

29.: From Figure 4, I assume that the instrument will observe the limb between216

tangent point altitudes of 60km and 120km. Can you please comment on the217

case in which the airglow extends above 120km during the day? Presumably,218

the temperature retrieval for at least the highest altitudes will be affected.219

Reply: This is true and a general retrieval ’problem’. In existing retrievals,220

the regularization parameters of a constrained retrieval setup are chosen in221

such a way, that the information obtained from the upper most measurement222

altitude(s) is spread over a broad altitude regime, resulting in a very broad223

vertical resolution of the retrieved quantities. The corresponding temperatures224

are not very useful for further analyses, but a smooth transition into some a225

priori data is assured by this method. We feel that this information is difficult226

to place in this manuscript and prefer to give a more detailed discussion on the227

retrieval in a separate manuscript228
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30.: Please comment on any thermal effects that are likely to be encountered229

on orbit, including thermoelastic distortion of the optics, which can affect the230

focus of the fringes and therefore the modulation transfer function, depending231

on fringe frequency (larger effect on high frequency fringes), which might have232

a significant effect on the relative line strength determination.233

Reply: Agreed. We calculated the MTF and added the following text: ’The234

SHS has a fairly well athermal design, but the foci and the modulation transfer235

function (MTF) of the entire optical system depend more on temperature. For236

low spatial frequencies, this effect is small, but for the highest spatial frequencies237

seen by the instrument, the MTF reduces from about 85% at 20oC to about238

70% at 0oC. Further simulations and comparison with measurements are in239

preparation.’240

31.: It is not clear to me how a 3.5 liter instrument will fit into a 3U CubeSat.241

Are the authors thinking of further miniaturization?242

Reply: The optical instrument itself fits into about 1.5 litres. Deiml et al.243

[2014] made a concept study of an extendable baffle to fit the entire instrument244

into a 3-unit CubeSat. We added the following text in the manuscript: ’The245

utilization of an extendable baffle and some minor design modifications allows246

to fly the instrument on a three–unit CubeSat.’ One design modifications is to247

decrease the length of the detector optics by a few millimetres by using some248

aspheres instead of spherical lenses. We made a corresponding design, but it249

was not persued for budget reasons. For a CubeSat mission we favour a 6-unit250

spacecraft to relax the compactness of the entire instrument, to avoid the risk251

of an extendable baffle, to allow for more power, and a few other reasons.252

M. Deiml, M. Kaufmann, P. Knieling, F. Olschewski, P. Toumpas, M. Langer,253

M. Ern, R. Koppmann, and M. Riese, Dissect: development of a small satel-254

lite for climate research, Proceedings of the 65th International Astronautical255

Congress, Toronto, Canada, no. IAC-14,B5,1,10,x22911, 2014.256

Reply to the reviewers’ comments: Reviewer #2257

General258

We thank the reviewer for carefully reading the manuscript and his/ her con-259

structive and helpful comments and suggestions. They helped us to improve260

the paper in several aspects. Before we consider them point by point, we like261

to make the following general remarks:262

• The section about the instrument characterization was criticized by the263

reviewers and we restructured it.264

• Further analysis of the spectral power estimation using subspace methods265

revealed some problems when dealing with interferograms with finite spec-266

tral resolution. For the figures shown in the first version of the manscript,267

infinite spectral resolution was assumed, which is not realistic. To handle268

finite spectral resultion with subspace methods, the number of spectral269

components has to be increased, but to develop concepts for further anal-270

ysis of this kind of data is ongoing work not in the shape to be presented271

here. Therefore, all analyses and performance assessment in the second272

version of the manscript is based on conventional Fourier transformations.273
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• We corrected the value for the etendue of the instrument, which referred274

to the full circular aperture, but we use an inner rectangular for the later275

analysis, only. This reduces the orginal value of 0.014 cm2 sr by about276

1/3.277

• some numbers (like the image size or spectral resolution) differed slightly278

across the document and were harmonized279

Point by point response280

1.: The paragraph following equation 4 suggests that the effective spectral res-281

olution or bandpass is often limited by the detector resolution. Although the282

bandpass is limited by the detector resolution, as indicated by equation 5, the283

spectral resolution is not. The spectral resolution is independent of the detec-284

tor resolution as it depends on two things: 1. The path difference provided285

by interferometer (as correctly captured in equation 4) and 2. any apodization286

functions applied to the interferogram.287

Reply: agreed, we changed the text accordingly.288

2.: The final paragraph of section 3 indicates that the design of the instrument289

was performed in a collimated configuration. I assume this to mean that only290

incident rays parallel to the optical axis were used during the optimization of291

the design. It would be useful to indicate the effect of converging (focused)292

beams on the interferogram. Is there any reduction of contrast of the fringes,293

especially at the edges of the field where the path difference is largesft, due to294

the addition of the off-axis rays? Figure 6 and surrounding discussion suggest295

so.296

Reply: This text was misleading and we removed it. We designed and optimized297

the SHS using converging beams, but we were not able to calculate interfero-298

grams in this configuration at the time of the SHS design (not supported by299

raytracing software). This worked only for collimated light and therefore our300

first interferograms were calculated for collimated light only. However, in the301

meantime we control the raytracing software in such a way that we are able to302

calculate interferograms for the focused configuration as well, which we show303

later in the paper.304

3.: The description of the front optics in section 4 and table 1 indicate that305

the image of the limb formed on the grating plane is a circle of diameter 7 mm.306

If the image is circular, the highest and lowest altitude slices at the top and307

bottom of the image will suffer greatly reduced spectral resolution as they only308

sample a very small range of the interferometer aperture and only near zero309

difference. These altitudes will also have significantly reduced etendue due to310

their small spatial extent. To achieve uniform spectral resolution and etendue311

for each altitude slice the limb image on the grating and ultimately recorded312

at the detector should be rectangular as indicated in figure 4. It appears from313

Figure 5 that there is nothing in the entrance or exit optics that will result in314

a circular field and is reality limited by the grating or detector, both of which315

are presumably rectangular.316

Reply: We agree, our wording was imprecise and not correct in all points. We317

changed the text in the following way: ’The front-optics consists of four lenses,318

which image an object at infinity onto a square with an edge length of 7 mm319
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on the virtual image of the gratings. This corresponds to a theoretical spectral320

resolution of about 16,800. The maximum chief ray angle extent is about 1.9o,321

such that a rectangular object with an angular extent of 1.3o can be captured322

without vignetting.’323

4.: - The final paragraph in section 4 suggests that a simulation using focused324

light indicates a reduction of fringe contrast near the edges of the image where325

the path difference is large. It would be helpful to indicate by how much the con-326

trast is reduced. A plot of intensity vs pixel for a slice through the image shown327

in figure 6 which shows the fringe reduction would quantify this statement.328

Reply: Agreed, we added a 1d plot of the interferogram and the following text:329

’The detection plane was placed between the focal planes for the on axis and the330

0.65o off axis light source points as a compromise, and closer to the latter one331

to enhance the visibility on the edges of the interferogram. Nevertheless, the332

visibility reduction is about 1/3 towards the edges. Interestingly, the highest333

visibility is achieved by placing the detector plane outside both focal planes in334

a plane which is near the on axis focal point. The suspected reason is that335

the shape of the focal spots, which are blurred by aberrations resulting in a336

reduction of visibility, becomes more compact if the detector plane is positioned337

slightly out of the on axis focus, yielding to higher contrast (Figure 7).’338

5.: The discussion section 5 of the effect of dark current on the measurement339

is confusing and on its surface appears to be wrong. It is stated that the dark340

current at 20 deg C is a factor of 2.4 larger than the maximum atmospheric341

nighttime signal it does not significantly affect the signal because the multiplex342

noise is a factor of 5 10 larger. I dont believe this is the case with the spatially343

sampled interferogram obtained with SHS. From a noise perspective signal and344

dark generated electrons are equivalent so if the total number of photons de-345

tected in the signal is less than the total dark signal (either on a pixel by pixel346

or entire detector basis) the noise from the dark signal will dominate. As the347

authors point out, cooling the detector can reduce the dark signal. It would348

seem from the discussion that if the dark noise were to be made comparable to349

the maximum signal, the detector should be cooled to about 10 deg C.350

Reply: agreed, our wording was not correct and referred to the signal of a351

single emission line. We give the expected photon flux per pixel earlier in the352

chapter (40 ph/s, not given explicitely in the previous version) and changed the353

statement related to the significance of the dark current in the following way:354

’At 20oC, the dark current is at least a factor of 5 lower than the atmospheric355

signal in the emission layer maximum and therefore not a dominant source of356

random noise at these altitudes. This becomes more critical at other altitudes357

and for higher detector temperatures.’358

6.: The discussion in section 6.2 on image and phase distortion correction was359

confusing. I agree in principle that by measuring the fringe pattern at all wave-360

lengths in the passband of the instrument, corrections for exit optics induced361

image distortion, which displaces each image point by a fixed distance on the362

detector, and interferometer induced phase distortion, which changes the phase363

of a fringe by a fixed amount can be obtained. Note that phase distortion shifts364

the location of, say, a peak of a fringe by more pixels at low spatial frequency365

than at high spatial frequency while image distortion would shift a peak by the366

same number of pixels independent of the frequency of the fringe. That said, it is367
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unclear from the discussion how this will be accomplished in practice. Reference368

is made to fitting a linear or higher order polynomial correction term to each369

row, however it is not clear what would be fit: phase?, visibility?, brightness?370

something else? More discussion here would be helpful.371

Reply: agreed, we have re-written the entire chapter.372

7.: Figure 7 and surrounding discussion suggests that an improvement of factor373

of 2 in noise performance over conventional FFT methods can be achieved by374

utilizing a-priori information in the fitting process. There isnt enough informa-375

tion in the manuscript to evaluate this technique, however, reference is made376

to a manuscript in preparation describing the technique and its application to377

SHS. I look forward to reading this manuscript.378

Reply: section removed, see general remark.379

8.: Both the abstract and conclusions suggest that the instrument can deliver a380

1-2 K temperature precision for a one-minute nightglow observation and a few381

seconds during the day. I would have liked to have seen more support for this382

statement in the manuscript. Has it?383

Reply: We added the following text: ’The required signal-to-noise ratio to384

achieve a given temperature precison was determined by Monte-Carlo simula-385

tions: First, a simulated spectrum with the optical resolving power of 16,800386

was calculated. This spectrum was inverse Fourier-transformed and white noise387

was added. In the next step, the spectral power in the various frequencies was388

estimated by applying a Fourier-transformation using a windowing function.389

The resulting spectra were then used to retrieve an atmospheric temperature390

profile and some other instrumential parameters, such as the spectral resolution391

of the data. Considering the intensity of the A-band signal of the nightglow392

layer maximum and the detector performance, the expected signal-to-noise ra-393

tio for a vertical resolution of 1.5 km and an integration time of 60 s will be394

10-20 in the nightglow maximum, resulting in a retrieved temperature precision395

of 1–2 K.’396

9.: Technical Corrections: - The figure 4 caption indicates that the figure will397

be updated. There are two missing Cs to indicate degrees Centigrade in the398

text immediately following figure 4.399

Reply: agreed, this was a pdf problem in the final document, corrected400
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